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In a high school girls’ basketball game on January 13, 2009, The Covenant School 
defeated Dallas Academy by a score of 100–0 and rekindled the debate over lop-
sided victories. Ratcheting up the emotional response was the fact that the Cove-
nant School is a religious (Christian) school and Dallas Academy is a school for 
students with learning disabilities, whose basketball team had never won a game. 
Media outlets across the United States picked up the story and within 10 days, the 
Headmaster of The Covenant School issued a public apology, stating that the inci-
dent was “shameful and an embarrassment,” as it failed to “reflect a Christ-like 
and honorable approach to competition.” He went on to indicate that the school 
would submit a formal request to TAPPS (the state’s governing body for private 
and parochial schools) to forfeit the game. Covenant’s coach, who by some reports 
didn’t instruct his team to stop pressing until after they scored their 100 points, 
was publicly and forcefully unapologetic, saying “my girls played with honor and 
integrity,” and “if I lose my job over these statements I will walk away with my 
integrity” (11). Shortly thereafter, he took that walk, having been fired by the 
Covenant School. Do such uneven contests violate the spirit of sportsmanship?

Nicholas Dixon has formulated a thesis that would answer in the affirmative. 
The Anti-Blowout thesis (AB) holds: “It is intrinsically unsporting for players or 
teams to maximize the margin of victory after they have secured victory in a one-
sided contest” (3). Dixon, however, did not formulate the AB thesis to support it, 
but rather to contest it. In response, Alun Hardman, et al. and Randolph Feezell, 
among others, have argued that the AB thesis should be upheld. Hardman, et al., 
base their conclusion on the psychological harm they believe may be done to the 
athletes who are on the losing side of blowouts (9). Feezell proposes a Revised 
Anti-Blowout thesis (RAB), which adds to the AB thesis the qualification that 
blowouts are only prima facie, rather than intrinsically, unsporting. Thus, for 
Feezell, blowouts, while generally morally problematic, might be acceptable 
under some circumstances. Feezell also suggests strategies for “easing up” in lop-
sided contests, whereby the game would go on but the winning team would change 
its tactics in an effort to stop scoring (7). Against this background, I examine vari-
ous “mercy rules” used in different sporting contexts to attempt to avoid prolong-
ing athletic contests when they have become blowouts. I argue that, regardless of 
the moral status of blowouts, most such rules should be upheld, and perhaps 
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Sportsmanship and Blowouts  61

expanded. That is, even if blowouts are morally acceptable, mercy rules are right 
to prevent them in almost all circumstances.

Perhaps the most famous blowout occurred in 1916, when John Heisman 
coached the Georgia Tech college football team to a 222–0 blowout of Cumber-
land College. Cumberland had eliminated its football program a year earlier, but 
was forced by Heisman—still angry after a 22–0 loss to a Cumberland baseball 
team stocked with professionals the previous year—to honor their contract to play 
Georgia Tech. Scraping together a team of students with little experience, Cum-
berland showed up for Heisman to take his revenge. The score was 126–0 at the 
half. Things got so bad that at one point the Cumberland quarterback fumbled and 
called to a teammate to pick up the ball. The teammate yelled back, “You dropped 
it. You pick it up.” Heisman himself invoked a mercy rule, by ending the game 5 
minutes early (8). More recently, in 1990, then high school student, later WNBA 
basketball star, Lisa Leslie scored 101 points in the first half of a game. At the half 
the score was 102–24 and it seemed certain that Leslie would break the single 
game scoring record, but her hopes were dashed by the refusal of the opposing 
coach to bring his team out onto the court for the second half (8). Sixteen years 
later, in 2006, Epiphanny Prince had better luck, scoring 113 points in a game her 
team won 137–32 (1).

Mercy rules constitute an attempt to hasten the end of such lop-sided con-
tests. The rules vary by sport, by location, and by level of competition. In the 
United States, the National Federation of State High School Associations (NFHS) 
permits mercy rules for football, baseball, basketball, softball, field hockey, ice 
hockey and soccer on a state-by-state basis. The Federation suggests use of a run-
ning clock in timed sports and a run differential rule in sports without a clock (10). 
Examination of further strategies to avoid blowouts finds “some indoor soccer 
facilities stop changing the scoreboard once a team takes a commanding lead. In 
some…youth basketball leagues, a team must stop full court pressing once it is up 
by 10 points. Many girls’ youth lacrosse leagues stop having a draw when a team 
is up by five goals. Instead, the losing team starts with the ball” (2). Obviously, 
there are various and many complicated mercy rules designed to lessen blowouts; 
what is not so obvious is why blowouts are things to avoid.

To review quickly some of what has been written about the moral status of 
blowouts, Dixon kicked off the debate with the formulation of the Anti-Blowout 
thesis (AB): “It is intrinsically unsporting for players or teams to maximize the 
margin of victory after they have secured victory in a one-sided contest” (3: p. 1), 
which he then argued against, concluding that there is nothing intrinsically wrong 
with blowouts. Hardman, Fox, McLaughlin, and Zimmerman disagreed in an 
article emphasizing the emotional/psychological harm done to the losers who are 
humiliated in blowouts (9). Dixon countered by arguing that Hardman, et al., 
overstated the link between loss of self-esteem and strong humiliation (4). Thus, 
any loss of self-esteem caused by blowouts does not make them unethical. Feezell 
then joined the debate, looking to soften the absolute prohibition of blowouts with 
his Revised Anti-Blowout thesis (RAB): “It is prima facie unsporting for players 
or teams to maximize the margin of victory after they have secured victory in a 
one-sided contest” (7: p. 70). In his response to Feezell, Dixon reiterated his argu-
ment that blowouts do not cause morally objectionable harm, and also claimed 
Feezell’s RAB thesis and suggestions for easing up strategically would not work 
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62  Sailors

to soften the pain of the losers anyway, and might actually make the humiliation 
of the loser even worse than it would otherwise be (5).

It might be thought that there’s no reason to support mercy rules unless the 
AB or RAB thesis has been upheld—that is, if blowouts are morally acceptable, 
then there is no need for mercy rules. I disagree. Even if we assume that Dixon is 
correct and there is nothing intrinsically wrong with blowouts, there remain good 
reasons, pragmatic and based on the undesirable consequences of allowing blow-
outs, for preventing them.

So I will not engage in the core debate about blowouts because my argument 
regarding mercy rules is independent of the ethics of blowouts. Indeed, I take this 
to be an advantage of the argument since it can appeal to proponents of either side 
of the blowout debate.

The primary flaw with all such claims about blowouts is that they are too 
broad, making universal statements while failing to establish distinctions that may 
well determine moral status. I want to propose four such distinctions and suggest 
that a fully adequate examination of blowout ethics should include all four. Fur-
ther, discussion of each of the distinctions provides support for the use of mercy 
rules. The distinctions are: (1) between time-limited and untimed events, (2)
between team and individual contests, (3) between direct and indirect competi-
tion, and (4) between what we might call “have” and “have-not” teams. I will 
examine each in turn.

First, the distinction between time-limited and untimed events. In sports with 
timed segments, eventually the clock will run out, no matter the score, but sports 
that are divided into innings or other untimed segments could theoretically go on 
forever in the absence of mercy rules. A common procedure to avoid this is the use 
of the “run rule,” by which games come to a stop when one team secures an insur-
mountable lead after a designated number of innings. In NCAA softball, for 
example, this is an 8 run lead after the completion of 5 innings. A university soft-
ball coach, consulted on this issue,1 says she wants the run rule regardless of 
whether she’s coaching the winning or losing team, in part for pragmatic reasons. 
Many softball contests are scheduled to require playing more than one game on a 
single day, so it is particularly desirable not to exhaust or risk injury to one’s play-
ers in a contest once one team’s superiority has been decisively demonstrated. 
Beyond prudence, she claims that the point of sports is athletic striving for excel-
lence, but there is little opportunity for this in a blowout since the better team is 
not being challenged and the inferior team is so out-classed that they can’t even 
perform well enough to enhance their skills. Both teams would be better served by 
practice than by a meaningless contest. Neither is well-served by continuing a 
game that isn’t benefitting either team by lack of opportunity to exhibit skills 
against a worthy opponent or opportunity to gain skills through a determined 
battle against a superior opponent. As Feezell puts it, “Significant athletic excel-
lence requires worthy opponents who can challenge a team or player” (7: p. 73).

Thus, even if the losing side should want to continue the contest beyond the 
point where the mercy rule would be invoked, there are at least two reasons their 
wish should not be granted. First, it is arguable that such a contest would involve 
true competition, since that requires that opponents engage in a mutual quest for 
excellence, a quest made impossible if the gap between the abilities of the teams 
is so great as to have led to the invoking of the mercy rule. Second, as a pragmatic 
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Sportsmanship and Blowouts  63

concern, the very real risk of injury outweighs the potential benefits of continuing 
the contest beyond the point where the vast superiority of one team over the other 
has been established.

Dixon also recognizes the pragmatic concerns, noting that: “It may be unwise 
for a coach to risk injuries to key players and waste a golden opportunity to give 
second-string players some playing time and perhaps try out novel plays and strat-
egies in a low-risk setting” (3: p.3).2 And “None of this is to deny the value of 
substituting backup players for starters in uneven contests. Aside from the pru-
dence of not risking injury to key players, team morale will be improved by shar-
ing the fun, and these values may well outweigh the importance of creating scor-
ing records and giving an objectively accurate measure of the winning team’s 
superiority” (3: p. 9). However, Dixon doesn’t share the notion that blowouts are 
a waste of time. He claims they still allow a measure of athletic excellence in 
providing an objective accounting of the comparative abilities of the teams (3: p. 
7). I agree that a blowout provides this, but suggest that a victory by a wide-mar-
gin does so as well, while also managing the pragmatic concerns that come with 
continuing a contest after the victor has been decided. Mercy rules allow a team 
to exhibit its comparative athletic excellence by winning by a wide margin, and 
allow coaches to rest first-string players, avoid unnecessary injuries, try out new 
plays, and give playing time to less skilled team members. Granted, mercy rules 
would eliminate the dazzling display of offensive skill in a 10 goal victory in 
soccer or 10 touchdown victory in football, but I’d argue that such a victory is not 
really impressive in such obviously uneven competition, as it reveals as much 
about the weakness of the defense as the strength of the offense. The point where 
a contest moves from victory by a wide margin to a blowout is not always clear. 
But, just as we can distinguish day from night without identifying exactly the 
moment of change from one to the other, we can mark the distinction between 
victory by a wide margin and a blowout at the point where the team that’s losing 
cannot realistically hope to catch up.

Next, the distinction between team sports and individual sports. According to 
one official who has worked football, softball, baseball, and soccer contests, 
taunting, baiting, trash talking, and retaliation are almost inevitable in a blowout. 
As the level of frustration rises, so also does the potential for injury as players 
begin to lash out physically at one another. Coaches give up on strategy and play-
calling and turn their attention to scrutinizing every call of the officials. Fans from 
both teams pay less attention to the game and begin ridiculing the fans from the 
opposing team; tempers flare and the chance for fan violence increases. No 
wonder, then, that officials who find themselves in the middle of a blowout just 
want to get it over with as quickly as possible. In baseball and softball, the strike 
zone gets wider; in football and soccer the close call will always go the way that 
will keep the clock running. Mercy rules seem to offer a better solution to such 
situations.

Why would this be more of a problem in team sports than in individual 
sports? The answer can be found in the principle of “least significant morality,” 
proposed by sociologist Melvin Tumin.

In any social group, the moral behavior of the group as an average will tend 
to sink to that of the least moral participant, and the least moral participant 
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64  Sailors

will, in that sense, control the group unless he is otherwise restrained and/
or expelled….Bad money may not always drive out good money, though it 
almost always does. But ‘bad’ conduct surely drives out ‘good’ conduct with 
predictable vigor and speed (6: p.178).

Given the odds, there almost certainly will be at least one morally bad apple on 
every team, which means that it is practically inevitable that blowouts will bring 
out the very worst behavior in both the winning and the losing team. Dixon con-
demns the behavior, but seems to expect it to be much more easily avoidable than 
I believe it is in actual fact. According to Dixon: “Any plausible model of sports-
manship…requires that all competitors show mutual respect at all times. Mock-
ing, taunting, and gloating at outmatched opponents is despicable. The sportsman-
like victors should thank the losers for the game, and console them for their 
obvious disappointment” (3: p. 11). I share Dixon’s view of these acts as despi-
cable, but I have no confidence that there will be “sportsmanlike victors” after 
their unsportsmanlike teammates have reduced them to the least significant moral-
ity. In these cases, mercy rules could preserve sportsmanship by saving athletes 
from their own worst instincts, ones that are ignited only by the phenomenon of 
least significant morality unique to group behavior.

One might suggest that mercy rules may not be the best response to bad 
behaviors. Is it really appropriate to end the contest for everyone just because 
some athletes misbehave? Perhaps taunting or retaliatory violence would be better 
addressed by imposing severe punishments, like season-long suspensions. In an 
ideal world, this would be common practice, but current conditions are far from 
ideal. In reality, we see evidence of not only acceptance but glorification of some 
forms of taunting, like elaborately choreographed moves to celebrate a score. 
Stopping a contest to avoid bad behavior may be seen as one specific example of 
the general practice of restricting the freedom of those who would not misbehave 
in order to curtail the freedom of those who would. For example, I can’t accom-
pany my mother to the boarding gate at the airport to see her safely onto the plane 
because we know that some people would do harm if allowed to move freely 
about the airport, no matter how strict the punishment attached to the doing of 
such harm.

The third distinction, between direct and indirect competition, is important 
primarily for what it reveals about the relationship between blowouts and sports-
manship. In direct competition, athletes not only try to do well, but also try to 
block in some way the efforts of opponents. In indirect competition, the perfor-
mance of one athlete has little or no impact on the performance of another. An 
example from Hardman, et al., referring to indirect competition as “parallel” and 
direct competition as “interactive,” makes this more clear:

“Parallel” tests are found in such sports as track races run in lanes, athletic 
field events, ten-pin bowling, archery, shooting, downhill skiing, and golf. 
In such games, participants can play to the best of their ability, primarily 
independent of the progress of their opponent. If, for example, two bowlers 
agreed to play against each other and the superior performer’s typical score 
was 250, while the inferior bowler had never broken 80, both players could 
still perform to the best of their ability. Although the contest outcome would 
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Sportsmanship and Blowouts  65

be a foregone conclusion, the potential for achievement and display of per-
sonal performance excellence remains for both individuals. The winner could 
strive for a personal best, as could the inferior player. Although it would be 
clear who the better player was, with the importance of winning and losing 
in this hypothetical sporting culture downgraded, strong negative feelings 
would be unlikely (9: p. 61).

Blowouts are not taken to be a problem in sports that involve indirect competition, 
like golf, but are more problematic in sports that involve direct competition, like 
baseball. This is, at least in part, because the focus is placed on personal achieve-
ment in the former and on overcoming a particular opponent in the latter. Thus it 
makes sense that one doesn’t hear calls for mercy rules in bowling, but does in 
basketball.

One might suggest that losing players in interactive sports can try to improve 
their personal best scores, just like losing players in parallel sports. Wouldn’t a 
defensive stand or offensive touchdown in the waning minutes of a contest still be 
a source of pride for the team on the losing side of a blow-out? Although possible, 
I take it to be highly unlikely. In parallel sports, the quality of my performance 
depends only on me, so I can do well or not without thought to what others do. In 
interactive sports, it is almost certain that a last-minute goal line stand or a conso-
lation touchdown would come against a different group of players than the ones 
who started the game. There is a missing consistency in conditions. In the unlikely 
event that the feat comes against the first-string, I would be smart enough to know 
that it happened because they “eased up,” and I would find that more offensive 
than having the contest stopped by the mercy rule.

The final distinction is between what I’ll call “have” and “have not” teams, 
and it is this distinction that is most often at the bottom of outcry over blowouts. 
A former university basketball coach pointed this out to support her claim that 
what is key is to establish a level playing field before the contest begins. So public 
and/or poorer schools (often have-nots) shouldn’t schedule private schools; non-
scholarship schools shouldn’t schedule schools that award scholarships; schools 
with long traditions in a sport should avoid as much as possible scheduling con-
tests against newly established programs or programs where the administration 
does not fully support the program with funding or qualified coaches. Victory 
under such unequal conditions is not admirable and may not even be honorable if 
it comes with the bad consequences that tend to accompany blowouts. Given that, 
mercy rules are certainly justified.

One could argue that matters of geography and economics may stand in the 
way of scheduling to ensure a level playing field. In the case of mismatches cre-
ated by practicalities of scheduling, wouldn’t it be enough to remind all partici-
pants and spectators that athletics are secondary to the educational mission? I 
think not. In an ideal world, this might be effective, but one has only to scan 
through the daily sports section in the newspaper to see that it simply is not, in 
practice, the case that sports serve education. In fact, there is a wealth of evidence 
that the aims and practices of the two often conflict, and that the educational mis-
sion of an institution often carries a lower degree of importance than the won/loss 
record of its sporting teams.
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66  Sailors

There is one exception I would allow here, and this is the scheduling of 
“guarantee games.” Most university-level football and basketball programs in the 
United States schedule a limited number of nonconference games, usually at the 
beginning of the season, where the teams are athletically unequal. The vastly 
superior team pays a large sum of money to the inferior team, who generally trav-
els to the better team’s home. While these contests are almost always blowouts, 
they are not morally problematic since both teams benefit from the tradition. The 
superior team gets a good practice, in a real-game situation, for the more difficult 
portion of their schedule. The inferior team gets a large financial pay-off (which 
may allow them to improve their own facilities or purchase better equipment), 
increased exposure (which may lead to greater recruiting successes), and the 
experience of participating in a “big-time” environment, testing their skills against 
the best athletes.

Still, I recognize that some of the gains just noted from guarantee games 
might actually call for playing the full game, rather than invoking the mercy rule. 
This might, in fact, be the one case where I wouldn’t argue for mercy rules. Given 
the difference in the attitude carried into these games, where the focus is less on 
winning than on gaining experience and the financial payment to the institution of 
the lesser ranked team, the problems that generally accompany blow-outs are 
much less likely to occur. Still, it is possible to get “too much of a good thing,” so 
I would want to leave to the discretion of game officials the option to invoke the 
mercy rule if problems arise.

Having discussed four distinctions I think ought to be made, I should 
acknowledge one that others make, but I do not. Many commentators have thought 
it important to distinguish between children’s sports and adults sports, but I do not 
because I believe it does children an injustice to perpetuate the notion that “every-
one is a winner.” I think Torres and Hagar have it exactly right, noting that:

as Frankfurt has argued, knowing and confronting harsh realities is more ben-
eficial than being oblivious to them. In his judgment,

it is nearly always more advantageous to face the facts with which we must 
deal than to remain ignorant of them. After all, hiding our eyes from reality 
will not cause any reduction of its dangers and threats; plus, our chances of 
dealing successfully with the hazards that it presents will surely be greater if 
we can bring ourselves to see things straight. (p. 58)

How can children deliberate autonomously about the value—and risks—of 
sport competition if the competitive qualities have been eliminated from their 
sports experience but the endeavor is still labeled as such (12: p. 204).

Of course, mercy rules should be used in children’s sports, but I do not think they 
are any more important there than at other levels.3 We owe it to children to expose 
them to some of the disappointment that will come to them as an unavoidable part 
of life. Attempts to “protect” children from the pain of losing may be character-
ized as deceitful and take away valuable opportunities to teach them how to 
respond to adversity with courage and to loss with graciousness.

One might be tempted to extend this point to include blowouts, arguing that 
allowing children to experience such heavy defeats can teach them that life itself 
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still goes on even after dealing out a heavy defeat. But I think this temptation is 
misguided. Just because a little bit of medicine is good doesn’t mean that more 
will be better. We punish children in order to teach them lessons about acceptable 
behavior, but our punishment must not be so severe that it is emotionally or physi-
cally crippling. There comes a point of diminishing returns. Losing by a wide 
margin can teach children a valuable lesson; losing in a blowout may be crippling, 
such that a child just gives up and doesn’t want to participate in athletics any 
longer.

Mercy rules will not eliminate victories by wide margins (which may be 
desirable for objective comparisons of athletic excellence), but they will go some 
way toward eliminating the harms that come along with blowouts. They also seem 
to be a better and more honest response to blowouts than having the winning team 
adopt tactics to slow down scoring, since they allow the winning team to play with 
full effort until the rule is invoked. Thus, I conclude that while blowouts may not 
be intrinsically (or even prima facie) morally wrong, there are good reasons to 
encourage the use of mercy rules.

Notes

1. Here and on two later occasions, I refer to a coach or official with whom I consulted during 
my research on the issue of blowouts and mercy rules. For various reasons, some more obvious 
than others, each of the three expressed a desire to remain anonymous.

2. Dixon suggests that an additional reason to allow blowouts is so that fans can delight in 
the show of great athleticism offered by superior athletes. I disagree with this claim, as my 
own experience is that fans quickly become bored at best and unruly at worst during such lop-
sided contests. As nonanecdotal evidence of this, I point to the common practice of television 
networks switching coverage from blowouts to contests that are closer. Given that television 
networks want to offer programming that will attract and retain the greatest number of viewers, 
it seems unlikely that they would cut away from a blowout if such a move carried a risk of losing 
spectators.

3. A further question, which deserves more examination that I can provide here, is what place, 
if any, mercy rules should play in professional sporting contests. My intuition is that something 
shifts in the weighting of the moral calculus when we move from contests waged by ama-
teurs to contests between athletes who are carrying out the duties of their jobs, perhaps simply 
because—win or lose—they are being paid, but that argument needs to be further developed. 
Related to this issue, one might suggest that the reason not to have mercy rules for profession-
als is that they would be perceived as condescending, or even demeaning, because the superior 
level of competition takes place between more mature elite athletes, so both the competition 
and the competitors are on a higher level than college and earlier. If this is what underlies the 
absence of mercy rules for professionals then it could be argued that mercy rules should also be 
absent whenever the level of competition and competitors reaches what we take to be the elite 
level. I’m not convinced that this is the underlying rationale for exempting professional sports—
my intuition is that it’s more closely tied to the difference between engaging in a job versus a 
hobby—but, even so, I think the practical difficulty of deciding what constitutes a sufficient 
level of maturity and the fact that the rosters of school sports are constantly in flux, defeats the 
feasibility of the suggested practice.
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